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In order to effectively adapt to the business needs of taxpayers Tax, free to 
provide safe, high quality, efficient, and convenient online service for taxpayers Tax,to 
achieve all-weather, paperless reporting tax requirements,to effectively alleviate the 
tax pressure entity tax service hall,to fill reduce manual data entry link,to improve the 
quality of tax-related data,Province autonomous organization developed this online 
reporting system. 
Based on J2EE framework,Wedesigned and implemented a set of online 
reporting system,Including taxpayer service and tax side terminal system management 
subsystem and CA certificate issuing system.This paper mainly responsible for the 
design and implementation of taxpayer service terminals Terminal system and tax 
administration system.Its main contents are as follows: 
On one hand, the taxpayer service terminal system includes 5 functional modules,  
such as user login, tax return, tax payment, tax return and certificate printing.Tax 
service terminal system covers permissions settings, reporting void, reporting table 
maintenance, reporting to billing, online declaration qualification maintenance, 
household maintenance and login taxpayers end, seven function modules.  
On the other hand,This paper first describes the significance of the project 
development, and the related technologies are introduced.Then the demand for online 
filing makes specific analysis,Including: specific business processes, business 
requirements analysis, functional requirements analysis, analysis of non-functional 
requirements, and designs analysis of several main modules of the system and the 
design of database, system security and external interface are given.Finally, the 
interface of the system and the function test, performance test and performance test 
are done, and the system is prospected. 
The development of online reporting implementation of the system, can 
















reduce tax costs, and improve quality of service tax.Simultaneously, it is a very 
important measure to promote tax information. 
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